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Introduction. In this communication we derive the conditions for the existence of
complex-lamellar and Beltrami flows behind a three-dimensional stationary curved
shock wave. It is assumed that the flow ahead of the shock is uniform and known and
that dissipative mechanisms such as viscosity and thermal conduction are absent.

Let Ui , p and p denote respectively the components of velocity, density and pressure
of the gas. The unit vector X, normal to the shock is assumed continuously differentiable
and directed downstream. Furthermore, we write

-*-'i i n , B a ,

F = Fx F = FXx a x i^ja j *■ i) 1 j

where xia = dxt/dy"; the (i = 1, 2, 3) and y"(a = I, II) denote respectively the
Cartesian coordinates and the Gaussian coordinates of a point.

The expression for the vorticity Wi generated behind the shock can be derived
from the momentum equation by the method given in [1] as

Wi = (— taXXi\/pun) (Ba + pu0A!fixja + punAiaXj) (2)

where e"x are the components of the surface permutation tensor.
If we define the shock strength A by [p] = Apt, where the notation [F] = F — Fl, Ft

and F being the values of F just in front of and behind the shock respectively, the
jump conditions read

[u^ = — AulnXi/(l + A), (3)

[p] = APlMln/(l + A). (4)

2. Complex-lamellar and Beltrami flows behind a stationary shock wave. The flow
is called complex-lamellar if u, Wi = 0 [2], Differentiating (3) and (4) with respect to
ya and substituting the values of Aia and Ba thus obtained in (2), we obtain

Wi = — (A2/(1 + A))e ""xaUi^b^ (5)
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where aafi and bap denote respectively the first and second fundamental forms of the
shock surface. Furthermore, we choose the lines of curvature as the Gaussian coordinate
curves on the shock surface and consequently obtain (5) in the form

Wi = (A2/Va(l + A)) (xaknUu — XiukjUi) (6)

where a = det [|a<,p||. In deriving (6) we have used the formulas X, a = —a"^bayx^ —
— kaxia , a unsummed, where kj and lcu are the principal normal curvatures of the
shock surface.

Multiplying (6) by w< and summing, we obtain

u,Wi = (A2/Va(l + A)) UiUu(ku — kT). (7)

Thus the flow behind the shock will be complex-lamellar if at least one of the following
conditions holds:

(CI) Kt = Ku , (C2) «, = 0; (C3) «„ = 0.

Condition (CI) implies that the flow behind an oblique spherical shock is complex-
lamellar, and conditions (C2) and (C3) together imply that the flow behind a normal
shock is complex-lamellar. For a plane shock, /vT = Ku = 0, and consequently we obtain
the result that the flow behind a plane shock is complex-lamellar.

The velocity field is said to be a Beltrami field if eijk u, W,- = 0 [2], Multiplying (6)
by €ilt Uj and summing, we obtain

\k = eatUiWj

= (A2/Va (1 + A)){(«„*:, iXu U\kjX\ 11) (c2i")■ 6314^3)

"t" (.unkiiX2i UikiX2i\)(e^tMi + 632^3)

-f- (unknx3i UikiX^iijie^^Ui -f- e23ii<2)}- (8)

Thus in order that \k = 0, at least one of the following conditions must be satisfied:
(Bl) ki = ku = 0; i.e. the shock surface is a plane,
(B2) Ui — Mn = 0; i.e. the flow is normal to the shock,
(B3) fci = «n = 0;
(B4) ku = Ui = 0.

Condition (B2) implies that the flow behind a normal shock is a Beltrami flow. Conditions
(B3) and (B4) lead to the same result. In (B4), fcri = 0 implies that the shock surface
is a developable surface and as such its generators and their orthogonal trajectories
form its two congruences of lines of curvatures [3a], while uY = 0 implies that the or-
thogonal trajectories to its generators are plane curves lying in the planes which are
normal to the direction of the given uniform flow in front of the shock wave.

Now, with the exception of cylinders and cones, every developable surface is the
tangent surface of some curve [3b] and the orthogonal trajectories of the tangent surface
of a curve are the involute of the curve [3c], But the necessary and sufficient condition
that the involutes of a twisted curve be plane curves is that the curve be a cylindrical
helix [3d]. Moreover, the planes of the involutes of a cylindrical helix are normal to
the generators of the cylinder on which the helix lies [3e]. Therefore, if we take the
helix to lie on the cylinder whose generators are in the direction of the flow, then the
tangent surface of this helix, developable helicoid, satisfies condition (B4). As far
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as a cone and a cylinder are concerned it can be easily seen that the right circular cone
with its axis parallel to the direction of the uniform flow and any cylinder with generators
parallel to the direction of the uniform flow satisfy condition (B4). We thus get the
result: the flow behind an oblique shock is a Beltrami flow if the shock surface is a plane,
a right circular cone, a cylinder or a developable helicoid. Furthermore, as observed by
Kanwal [4], they are the only surfaces behind which the flow remains irrotational.
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